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The American Identity Through Architecture 

For a long time, the United States has been viewed as a “melting pot”; though, the term 

“salad bowl” is more fitting. This phrase has been attributed to the people living in the country, 

but there is plenty more about the United States which can be described by the idiom. Some 

examples include religious views, cultural views, and even architectural styles. The different 

architectural styles seen in the United States can be quite overwhelming when one realizes just 

how many there are. That said, there is a clear style that dominates American homes. By reviewing 

different styles of the architecturei ii, historical dates and vast geography in the continental United 

States, we can see that Colonial architecture is the architectural style that best expresses the 

“American Identity.” 

To begin, a brief history of the various Colonial styles. Beginning in 17th century, with the 

continued growth of the American Colonies held by the English, French, Spanish and Dutch, 

distinct styles associated with each country began developing. English Colonial architecture, also 

called “post-medieval,” is perhaps the most prevalent of the Colonial styles and is found all 

throughout the United States, but heavily where the British had colonies on the East Coast. It 

combines elements of classicism and medieval styles. French Colonial architecture is generally 

found in the south United States, where the French had their most populous colonies. Perhaps 

telling of the French themselves at the time, French Colonial was more decorated and ornamental 
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than the other Colonial styles. Spanish Colonial architecture is found in the south western United 

States and along the lower-to-mid West Coast. It is distinct in its look as it is covered in adobo, 

which in a way makes it seem as though the structure is coming out of the ground itself. The last 

of the Colonial styles is Dutch Colonial architecture. The Dutch settled in a smaller area than the 

English, French, and Spanish, making the style very specific to the north eastern United States. It 

is a classically Dutch style highlighted by gambrel or side-gabled roofs and often stone outer walls. 

Because of the age of these Colonial styles, and the widespread coverage of the styles throughout 

the continental United States, the idea that Colonial style architecture best showcases the 

“American identity” is shown. Next, a brief description of the various Colonial style’s elements.  

English Colonial style is typically a symmetrical, linear plan. Depending on the English 

colony which the structure is located, the houses range from one to two stories; specifically in the 

Northern colonies, the addition of another half story onto the houses created the iconic Saltbox. 

The outside of English Colonial homes are also determined by their geographic location. Northern 

colonies have wood weatherboard or shingled outsides and a large central chimney, more north 

eastern colonies have stone outsides, and southern colonies have brick outsides and two end 

chimneys. They have small, casement or fixed windows with diamond patterned panes, as well as 

batten doors and steep pitched side-gabled roofs. Given the historical context of the English and 

their governance over the country for centuries, English Colonial architecture is a very prominent 

style in the United States.  

French Colonial style is typically one story with a stucco outside. Like English Colonial, 

some specifics of French Colonial homes can vary based on type of location. In more urban areas, 

like New Orleans, homes are situated closer to the streets and usually have side-gabled roofs. In 

more rural areas, like many plantations in the south, homes have large porches and sometimes the 
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foundation is visible as stilts or raised masonry and can also have side-gabled roofs but also steep 

pitched hipped roofs. The windows are narrow and tall and there are generally paired doors. As 

mentioned earlier, French Colonial architecture has more extensive detailing with the standout 

decoration being the ironwork typically seen on balconies or porches. French Colonial architecture 

is still popular throughout the south where the French had their colonies and especially in New 

Orleans French Colonial architecture is still a widely appreciated style. 

Spanish Colonial style is typically a one-story, linear planed structure. The rooms are 

individually made and then connected via internal connections or interconnected porches. The 

outside of the homes are made of adobo and sometimes stucco-covered stone. Windows are 

glassless and instead have a grill internally and shutters externally, and like English Colonial there 

are batten doors. Roofing in Spanish Colonial architecture does vary from flat to low pitched shed 

to low pitched gabled. Beginning with columns made of carved wood, eventually the style would 

evolve to use squared columns with the creation of the Greek Revival style. Much like French 

Colonial, Spanish Colonial architecture is found in the areas which the Spanish occupied and held 

territories. This includes much of the south west, an area which does have densely populated areas 

throughout it. The style, also much like French Colonial, Spanish Colonial architecture is widely 

appreciated in the areas it’s seen for the style’s historical context to the areas. 

Dutch Colonial style is typically one but can go to one-and-a-half stories. The outsides of 

the homes, just as English and French, depend on geographic location. Early Dutch Colonial homes 

are more urbanized, usually with the outsides being masonry with two end chimneys. Rural homes 

became the more popular type of the style. Rural homes have stone outsides. Roofing on Dutch 

Colonial homes is side-gabled or gambrel. Windows have wooden shutters and originally had 

casement windows, however as the style began to evolve wooden sash windows became the norm. 
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Dutch Colonial architecture, though secluded to a small area of the United States as compared to 

the other Colonial styles, the style is very unique and like the others is appreciated within its 

historical context.  

Because of the historical relevancy, context, and geographic spread of the subtypes in the 

style, one can see that Colonial architecture is the most prolific and prominent architectural style 

in the United States. Although styles like Greek Revival or Italianate or Gothic are all magnificent 

to study and are certainly appreciated in their own rights and perhaps even more popular than 

Colonial style, it is Colonial style which best defines the “American Identity.” The styles history 

runs parallel to the history of the United States from its inception. This is why Colonial style is the 

American style. 
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